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Dean      
Goal 1, Initiative 1, Action Item 2   
Goal 1, Initiative 2, Action Item 1   
Goal 1, Initiative 2, Action Item 2   
Goal 2, Initiative 1, Action Item 1   
Goal 2, Initiative 3, Action Item 1   
Goal 3, Initiative 1, Action Item 1   
Goal 3, Initiative 1, Action Item 2   
Goal 3, Initiative 2, Action Item 1   
Goal 3, Initiative 2, Action Item 2 
Goal 3, Initiative 2, Action Item 3 
Goal 4, Initiative 3, Action Item 2 
Goal 4, Initiative 3, Action Item 3 
Goal 4, Initiative 4, Action Item 1 
 
Executive Committee 
Goal 4, Initiative 1, Action Item 1 
Goal 4, Initiative 1, Action Item 2 
Goal 4, Initiative 2, Action Item 1 
Goal 4, Initiative 2, Action Item 2 
Goal 4, Initiative 3, Action Item 1 
Goal 4, Initiative 4, Action Item 2 
Goal 4, Initiative 5, Action Item 1 
Goal 4, Initiative 5, Action Item 2 
 
Associate Dean for Clinical Programs 
Goal 1, Initiative 3, Action Item 1  
Goal 1, Initiative 3, Action Item 2 
Goal 1, Initiative 3, Action Item 3 (with 
Chair of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 
 
Admissions Counselor and 
Admissions Committee 
Goal 3, Initiative 3, Action Item 1  
Goal 3, Initiative 3, Action Item 2 
 
Assessment Coordinator and Assessment 
Committee 
Goal 1, Initiative 1, Action Item 1 
 
e-Portfolio Coordinator 





Goal 1, Initiative 4, Action Item 1 
Goal 1, Initiative 4, Action Item 2 
Goal 1, Initiative 4, Action Item 3 
Goal 1, Initiative 4, Action Item 4 
Goal 1, Initiative 4, Action Item 5 
 
Faculty Development Committee 
Goal 1, Initiative 5, Action Item 1  
Goal 1, Initiative 5, Action Item 2 
Goal 1, Initiative 5, Action Item 3  
 
Interprofessional Education  
Working Group 
Goal 1, Initiative 2, Action Item 3 
Goal 1, Initiative 2, Action Item 4 
Goal 1, Initiative 2, Action Item 5 (with 
Curriculum Committee) 
 
Research Center in Pharmaceutical 
Sciences Coordinator 
Goal 2, Initiative 1, Action Item 2  
Goal 2, Initiative 1, Action Item 3 
Goal 2, Initiative 1, Action Item 4  
Goal 2, Initiative 1, Action Item 5 
 
Rural Health Development Coordinator 
Goal 2, Initiative 2, Action Item 1  
Goal 2, Initiative 2, Action Item 2 
Goal 2, Initiative 2, Action Item 3  
Goal 2, Initiative 2, Action Item 4 
 
Leadership and Entrepreneurial 
Activities Coordinator 
Goal 2, Initiative 3, Action Item 2  
Goal 2, Initiative 3, Action Item 3 
Goal 2, Initiative 3, Action Item 4 (with 
Executive Committee) 
